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The Beeline. A Summary
The Beeline is a low carbon, design-led infrastructure and transport project that brings together three critical seafront regeneration projects:
The Marina/Blackrock/Gasworks, West Pier and King Alfred Quarter. Not for profit development company Little Ships has created this
masterplan document to show how these long delayed projects can be brought forward in collaboration with the private sector quickly whilst
demonstrating best value. These projects amount to over a billion pounds worth of investment in Brighton and Hove and will come at a time
when our city needs substantial new investment and additional sources of income.
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks
We have brought the private sector stakeholders together with the council in agreement that their proposal can fix the decades old connectivity
problem and realise the full potential of the marina to create a world class leisure destination with thousands of new homes.
West Pier
We are finalising our groundbreaking proposal for the new West Pier, very much in the spirit of the long destroyed original as a mixed use leisure
destination, with world class covered and open public landscaped gardens, hotel and holiday apartments and a food hall.
King Alfred Quarter
We have solved the decades old conundrum of how to redevelop the King Alfred centre in a way that is phased to guarantee best value, is a
highly sustainable solution, keeps swimming pools open throughout, can be started within weeks (not years as some think) where the council
gets a significant income stream of homes that they control, built by local team who have a track record of delivering similar scaled urban
regeneration projects.

Beeline: Bringing together local architects, developers and business in collaboration for a greener and better Brighton and Hove
Hugh Dennis runs architecture practice Urban View and advised the
Irish Government and Wicklow Council on a mixed use expansion in
Greater Dublin for over 1000 homes and a re-energised high Street,
construction began in 2018. In Telford, he built a new leisure district
for Telford and Wrekin Council at Southwater.
Hugh set up non-profit property developer Little Ships to build
thousands of new homes on underused publicly owned greyfield sites,
before this he was a developer working on site assembly, commercial,
residential schemes and downsizer homes.
Hugh Dennis,
Urban View, Little Ships

Nick Lomax runs Lomax Design and was part of the architectural
team on the Jubilee Library, a successful collaboration between
Council, Developer and Design Team. Nick learnt enormously from
this for the last bid for King Alfred with Bouygues.
Nick has come to the conclusion, after over 40 years as a chartered
architect undertaking many bids/competitions to institutions in the UK
and overseas, and despite the Jubilee Library’s success, that OJEU
tendering is a flawed means of procurement, providing neither value
for money or control for council or community alike.
Nick Lomax,
Lomax Design

Nick Stickland is one of Stickland Wright’s founding directors and an
experienced architect by trade. Undaunted by the challenge of
complex projects, he believes that the best solutions are generated
through strong relationships, collaboration and a well thought through
process, he is motivated by working with those who value an
Architect’s experience and skill, adding value to their projects.
Nick has extensive experience in urban design and has supported
many local initiatives across Greater Brighton, working with The
Brighton experience, Valley Gardens Forum, St James’s Street
archway project and Newhaven Enterprise Zone.
Nick Stickland,
Stickland Wright
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The Problem:
Disconnected run-down seafront “destinations”
Brighton and Hove seafront (and therefore the whole
city) is being held back by these poor destinations.

Current Active Seafront = 15 min. walk

King Alfred

West Pier

The Terraces

The Marina
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King Alfred to Marina = 1 hour & 15 min. walk
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The Beeline:
Dedicated bus route
Cycle Superhighway
Pedestrian Priority zone
Electric Scooter Hire scheme
Ultra-low emission zone.

Connecting Brighton and Hove
for a sustainable future.
Moving people rapidly, simply
and sustainably along the
seafront.

Green Lanes. People and Cycle friendly tree-lined routes to the seafront
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Beeline. A 6km long golden thread of connectivity for Brighton and Hove
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marina
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The “Bee-line” is a golden thread of connectivity along the seafront
with major enhancement of sites at each end; the King Alfred Quarter
to the west (decanting the dry sports to another location) and the
Marina/Blackrock/Gasworks to the east (advocating an holistic
approach to those three critical adjacent sites).
The Council can engage with the Private Sector and the Community to
deliver substantial regeneration projects that can demonstrate best
value without lengthy, costly and inefficient procurement processes.

Connecting Brighton and Hove
for a sustainable future.
Moving people rapidly, simply
and sustainably along the
seafront.

Beeline. A 6km long golden thread of connectivity for Brighton and Hove
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Brighton and Hove seafront needs more and better destinations
to achieve the critical mass required to guarantee it’s viability
and vitality into the 21st Century and beyond. The need for
investment in the City has never been greater than now, as we
emerge from lockdown and learn to live with the pandemic.
Although just a simple diagram, the Bee-line reinforces and
extends the exciting regeneration work that the council is doing
between the piers, showing how people could be attracted to
and travel along this 6km golden thread on the seafront. It also
focuses our attention on the critical regeneration projects that
form the basis of our vision document, some of which are
included here (our nascent proposals for the West Pier and the
Madeira Drive arches are not included).

Connecting Brighton and Hove
for a sustainable future.
Moving people rapidly, simply
and sustainably along the
seafront.

Green Lanes. People and Cycle friendly tree-lined routes to the seafront
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Our proposal connects the Marina to the City,
prioritising pedestrians, cyclists and buses, creating
a series of world class mixed use destinations with
thousands of new homes by the seaside.

Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks
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Gasworks

Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks
Long standing problems
Are extensively described in
planning policy guidance, they
can be summarised as:
Why go there?
The current destinations aren’t
enough of a draw, it’s not
attractive or pedestrian friendly.

Blackrock

Marina

How to get there?
It’s difficult and / or unpleasant
to get to the Marina by car, foot
or bicycle and the bus journey
is indirect. Blackrock is a
cul-de-sac. The Gasholder site
is isolated, cut off by the A-259.
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Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks
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New destination(s) to create
critical mass.
Exciting / beautiful design.
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How to get there?
1. New easy and direct access
from Marine Parade
2. New easy and direct access
from Madeira Drive.
3. Priority for pedestrians,
bicycles and buses.

Improved
Destination
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Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks

The Gasworks ‘Gateway’ site
outlined in red here is owned by
BHCC.

This site could provide a direct
bridge link from the Gasworks site
to the seafront (ideally just for
pedestrians and bicycles), paid
for by an accompanying
development of flats on this
BHCC owned land, with a
contribution by the Gasworks site
owners
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Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks

The Gasworks ‘Gateway’ site
dotted in red here is owned by
BHCC.

Gasworks site
is isolated from
the seafront

Instead of the isolated proposal
by the Gasworks site owner,
bringing the BHCC site into the
development allows a gateway
building and bridge link to the
seafront.
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Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks

The Gasworks ‘Gateway’ site.
Re-developing the BHCC owned
‘Gateway Site’ (dotted red)
connects the Gasworks site to the
seafront with a bridge link. The
‘gateway building’ provides capital
receipt or income stream for the
council.

Gateway between
the Gasworks site
and the seafront

Indicative proposal shown, see
Appendix 2 for more details.
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Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks

Gasworks
Flats

New Destinations...
need to be substantial and
exciting to draw people

Indoor Arena
(10,000 m²) with
Public Roof Park
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Marina Ramps:
Diagram to Concept

Beeline:
Marina / Blackrock / Gasworks

(See Appendix 1 for more details)

Gasworks Gateway:
Diagram to Concept
(See Appendix 2 for more details)
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Our proposal resolves the conundrum of the decades-old
eyesore with an art-deco styled leisure and food destination
anchored with a series of spectacular open and covered
public spaces with tourist accommodations ‘below decks’.

Beeline:
West Pier
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Beeline:
West Pier Concept

Multi-purpose
cultural venues
with food and drink
for semi-public
amenity and to
generate income

Open air hard-landscaping with
marine planting for Public Amenity

High quality seaside accommodation to generate income
eg. Bournemouth Council’s Beach Lodges (left), apart-hotels, etc.

Spectacular, world class covered piazzas for Public Amenity
eg. Seville’s Metropol Parasol (left)
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Beeline:
West Pier Concept

View from the sea

Possible low-carbon structural solution (subject to further studies)
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Our proposal shows one of the best indoor wet leisure
facilities in the UK with a highly sustainable solution,
with over 500 homes around vibrant mixed use streets
and squares, all by the seaside.

Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter
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Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter

The Existing Site
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Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter

The Existing Pools
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Indicative massing design
to show phased approach

Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter

Phase 1 to be designed
as “Streets and Squares’
with individual buildings
by different architects

A Phased Approach
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Phase 2 Massing, ‘re-skinning’ the
existing centre with new development

Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter
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Phase 2 Concept diagram, facilities
subject to brief / public consultation

Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter

Existing facilities
enlarged & improved

New Shops, bars,
offices, cafes, etc.

New Residential
Entrances

Minimal impact of
new structure
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Phase 2B

Current pools

Phase 2A

Original pools

Existing mothballed swimming Pool
pools brought back into use extension
Copyright reserved by Urban View and Lomax

Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter

Swimming pools
available throughout
re-development with
the mothballed pools
extended and
refurbished first and
the current pools
refurbished second

Existing Centre re-used
and upgraded. The
mothballed 33m ‘Major
Pool’ could be extended
to create a 50m training
pool. An indicative 17m
diving pool extension
(shown) is one option. 25

Delivery
1.

Beeline:
King Alfred Quarter

Phasing guarantees best value and reduces the cost of construction finance. Re-using the pools
also allows the low cost creation of one of the best wet leisure facilities in the UK.

2.

A highly Sustainable solution, re-using the pools reduces the carbon footprint compared to
new-build and slashes costs of groundworks which carried huge uncertainty.

3.

Continuity is guaranteed with at least two swimming pools open throughout redevelopment.

4.

Speed: Developing the brief with the team and not delaying it through a bid process. There is
enough information from two previous bids to establish value for money criteria

5.

The council gets a significant Income Stream for the life of the lease.

6.

Council Control of the homes and ownership at the end of the lease (an ‘income strip model’).

7.

Safe Choice, we have a track record of delivering similar scaled urban regeneration projects.

8.

We are a Local Team who care too much to let it fail again.
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